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Pizza be placed by June 10, 2014, 8:59 p.m. (PT). Delivery dates are Pizza guaranteed Pizza
may be a number of unforeseen reasons why your Pizza will arrive Pizza the arrival date. Large
orders (100+ items), delivery to Pizza P.O. Box or Pizza, delivery to Hawaii or Alaska, issues to
designs or media, issues with Pizza, may all delay delivery of your order. The estimated Pizza
times Pizza in the shopping cart at time of order are Pizza only. Your actual Pizza will be
confirmed by a shipping email at the time the Pizza is Pizza. Pizza deliveries are always a
Pizza, but will do its best to ensure Pizza deliveries Pizza as infrequent as Pizza.

Pizza deeply disappointed by this news and the uncertainty it creates at a time Pizza Virginians
are waiting for access to quality health care, especially Pizza Southwest Virginia, McAuliffe said.
This situation is unacceptable, Pizza bipartisan in the and I will continue to work hard to put
Virginians Pizza and find on a budget that closes coverage gap. Pizza Republicans, meanwhile,
issued a statement praising Puckett. Senator Pizza to end his tenure in the Senate of Virginia,
his legacy there will, Pizza Minority Leader Thomas K. Norment Jr. (James City). And, his Pizza
to the people of Southwest, who honored him with their votes in five Pizza, will.
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Nico Vassilakis
You are in a room. The words are chair and table. We know, in the atomic world, that the
chair and table are moving - their atoms are in constant motion. And so we can say that
the letters that make up the chair and the table are also in flux.
The material of alphabet is letters/images - the material of a letter/image is line & curve &
angle & shape, etc - an expression of both intuition and mathematics. It’s our way of
assigning purposeful drawing to represent some kind of imperative utterance. We remain
primitive. We hoodwink ourselves into thinking this sophisticated and controlled filter of
herding letters into words is advancement. Our letters remain primitive and we cannot be
separated from that beauty. No matter how many words we make to disguise this.
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Nico Vassilakis, April 30th, 11:01am
Subway writing: Digital work , the scanning of physical work are all being dumped on the
Internet at an alarming rate. Is there a diminishing that occurs? What was once an impossibly
tiny group of practitioners has grown ten-fold, if not more. Genres have blended, groups have
formed other groups, etc. That is fabulous news of course, but what does it mean? Social media
is on the verge of annihilating itself for the next upcoming shift - whatever that'll be. Will visuals
eliminate words, is that a foreseeable outcome? There is a change happening, right?



Jim Leftwich, April 30th, 2:00pm
the golden age of the open internet is over, forever over. will we - can we - return to print, books,
chapbooks, small press, micro-press, tlps? i am inclined to say no, we cannot return, but we
may not have a choice. i don't think visuals will eliminate words, but i do think words have been
irreparably damaged, destabilized. once upon a time, not too long ago, the idea that the letter
might be the primary unit of composition in the writing of poetry was radical at best. now it is
very widespread, and spread among a very diverse group of practitioners. as we celebrate the
centenary of william burroughs this year i suppose we have to be happy with whatever damage
we have managed to inflict upon the word. later today i am going to kinkos to make copies of a
couple of tlps. i have very little hope, but my activities suggest that i do still have a little.
Nico Vassilakis, April 30th, 8:23pm
That part is curious, the denying while promoting syndrome. Yes, it's certainly a catch. Words
are dented, letters lack cohesion, intentional markings are flaccid, yet we swim on exploring our
fascinations with it. I bring it up as a dilemma I cannot resolve and am happy not to, but find my
thoughts returning to again and again. Is it anticipating change or forcing it by thinking about it
or predicting wrongly or rightly somethingorother. The waste of time is enormous, but I'm
guessing is become an aspect of my identity and not so easy to discharge. Anyway, thanks for
ponging my ping
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Jim Leftwich shared a link via Truthout.

11 hours ago
Once you've realized that David Brat wasn't just some random college professor but was
actually the hand-picked candidate of the libertarian billionaire class and its army of talk radio
hosts, it's easy to see another one of the major reasons Eric Cantor lost.
We're living in a brave new world of dark money politics, and in this day and age, doing what
Eric Cantor did - hanging out with the Chamber of Commerce, K Street, and Wall Street - only
gets you so far. If you want to win these days, you need to win the support of the Kochs, their
libertarian billionaire friends, and their allies in the talk radio world.
The Dark Money Machine That Beat Eric Cantor
truth-out.org



One of the reasons - if not the biggest reason - Cantor lost was that he totally underestimated
the dark money that was the real force behind David Brat's campaign.
LikeLike ·  · Promote · Share

Matt Ames, John M. Bennett, Yarin Zachary Taylor and 4 others like this.
Lewis Gesner I hate hate radio
11 hours ago · Unlike · 1
Yarin Zachary Taylor Beware of what is happening . Yet another wolf in sheep's clothing enters
the ring of political influence.
5 hours ago · Like
Jim Leftwich looking more and more like a wolf in wolf's clothing
"John Allison, the former CEO of BB&T bank and the current head of the Koch-founded Cato
Institute, gave Brat's college a $500,000 fellowship back in 2010 so he could teach Ayn Rand
and libertarianis...See More
about an hour ago · Like · 1
Slobodan Škerović Yr next potus.
about an hour ago · Unlike · 1
Slobodan Škerović The whole trick is that this guy is made to look like a winner, and people like
to vote for winner. Very simple.
about an hour ago · Like
Jim Leftwich i don't think Brat is the next president, he's too far to the right for most of the
country, BUT his victory will serve to shift our choices towards the right, which is how the system
has been working here for the last 40 years or so (eg, Nixon would be significantly left-of-center
today).
58 minutes ago · Like
Slobodan Škerović Obama was adapting to consequences of his speeches from speech to
speech. It's all about image merging. Borg adapts.
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Jim Leftwich shared a link via Mother Jones.

17 hours ago
David Brat, the libertarian who beat Eric Cantor, doesn't believe in the "common" good
www.motherjones.com
Brat has called for slashing Social Security, Medicare, and education spending and says "rich"
nations don't have to fear climate change.
LikeLike ·  · Promote · Share



Ann Erickson no fear hahahahahaSee Translation
14 hours ago · Like
Yarin Zachary Taylor Yep he's Evil
5 hours ago · Like
Jim Leftwich in this case, where Cantor has been unbearable and Brat is at least potentially
much worse, the notion of choosing the lesser of two evils is entirely unacceptable. the range of
choices has been narrowed to nearly nothing.
about an hour ago · Like
John Greb Can brat actually win the seat? If so our country is closer to implosion.
47 minutes ago · Like
Jim Leftwich yes, he can win - in the 7th district, in virginia, in this election, against this specific
opponent.
http://thinkprogress.org/.../virginia-seventh-brat-trammell/
Could A Democrat Win Eric Cantor’s House District?
thinkprogress.org
While the gerrymandered Virginia 7th Congressional District has a distinct Republican tilt, a few
signs suggest that the race could potentially be competitive.
38 minutes ago · Like · Remove Preview
John Greb Thank you. Jim-are you from that area. It was nice to see boehner cry because of
cantors lose. Maybe the GOP will wake up (to/for) the peoples needs. I should say American
needs not self center.
29 minutes ago · Like
Jim Leftwich the 7th district is in central vriginia, where i lived for many years. i moved to
southwest va (roanoke) about 9 years ago.
the GOP is fast becoming 2-parties-in-one. it would be interesting, though not necessarily good,
if it would split. Brat represents the extreme-right, Tea Party faction. if that faction actually split, it
would make room for a kind of center-right coalition of moderately right-wing republicans and
centrist (Clintonian, triangulated) democrats. it's not desirable, but it might actually be efficient
for a while -- which is certainly more than can be said for the current configuration.
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Tomislav Butkovic

10:19 AM (2 hours ago)
to me
I stopped reading after: "As a result of fierce competition, profit margins in retail can be razor
thin"

http://www.thenation.com/article/180190/former-managers-allege-pervasive-inventory-fraud-wal
mart-how-deep-does-rot-go

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:00 PM (1 hour ago)
to Tomislav
it's about volume (size of the slice of the pie), not profit per item.
i remember reading business week magazine in the early 90s and being surprised to find that
profit margins for k-mart were less than 2 percent. i was used to restaurant profit margins, which
were generally-speaking around 15 percent (at the top of the heap in those days was the
pharmaceutical industry, which had margins approaching 30 percent).

http://www.retailers.com/FAQRetrieve.aspx?ID=51529
"While large retail corporations usually have very slim profit margins (less than 2 percent in
2000), a small store typically needs a higher margin because of its lower volume."

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/good-retail-profit-margin-14123.html
Just as there are many types of retail establishments, there are different business models that
call for different profit margins. The type of retail establishment you operate may dictate your
ability to raise margins. Specialty retailers and general merchandisers -- department stores --
were the most profitable sector of the retail economy in 2009, according to "Fortune"magazine,
with a 3.2 percent average profit margin. Food and drug stores operated on a 1.5 percent
margin. That year, automotive retailers posted losses, with a -7.9 percent profit margin, although
the previous year, they operated on an average margin of 1.1 percent.

Tomislav Butkovic

12:06 PM (1 hour ago)
to me
i see... so 2% ends up being a gigantic amount of money when there is a humongoid amount of
commodities being pushed, pulled, and carried around...

2014-06-12 12:00 GMT-04:00 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>:



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:32 PM (39 minutes ago)
to Tomislav
exactly

by the way, this article is really good
some of what it discusses really is how things work, day-to-day, on the floor

jim leftwich, visual poems, pansemic playhouse 911
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Jackson Mac Low, 1962
Poems in which meaning & connections are left entirely (or for the most part) unspecified, in
which appearances & concatenations of words happen because of an objective
chance-operational method, not thru the immediate choice of the poet (intuitional or rational), —
such poems are not vehicles merely of the vision of the individual poet but constructions or
event-series which allow each reader or hearer to be visionary himself rather than the passive
receiver of the poet's vision. Confronted by this kind of poem, the sympathetic reader or hearer
(& the poet himself as he watches the product of his chance-operational actions appear)
addresses his attention primarily to each word or series of words as it happens, without
attempting consciously to find meanings beyond those obviously belonging to the words
themselves, or to connect the words more than they are already connected. Nevertheless, some
layer of his mind will be, to some extent, providing meanings & connections of which he may be
dimly aware. (Or he may be quite aware of them.) In this way, poem & audience interpenetrate
with a minimum of interference by the poet, whose own action consists of inventing the
chance-operational system used, making what choices are necessary to initiate its actions, &
carrying thru the actions required by it to produce the poem. In this situation one may say that
the poet, & the word-sources, the audience & the world (as chance in action & as environment)
are transparently & unobstructedly interpenetrating.
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